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RE: EPRI Background discussions regarding determination of 95/95 confidence limits on CASMO-5 Hot
Full Power (HFP) measured reactivity decrement bias regression curves
This memo provides background material to facilitate discussions on a statistical approach to determine 95/95
confidence limits for the measured Hot Full Power (HFP) PWR fuel reactivity depletion decrement bias derived
from Duke reactor data as documented in EPRI Technical Report 1022909 [1].
The data derived from flux map measurements is summarized in the scatter plot of measured bias of CASMO-5
sub-batch reactivity versus sub-batch burnup as depicted in the following figure. Also plotted are
 red curves that correspond to +/- 5% reactivity decrement (e.g., ~Kopp bounds, albeit at HFP),
 a black curve that is a nonlinear quadratic regression to the data,
 green curves that correspond to 95% prediction intervals for the regression fit, and
 blue dotted curves that correspond to the 95% confidence interval for the regression fit.

Reactivity Decrement Bias (pcm)

CASMO-5 Reactivity Decrement Bias vs. Sub-batch Burnup

At present, there are differing views as to the interpretation of the individual measured data points. It is EPRI’s
perspective that each (of the ~2500) sub-batch reactivity decrement bias points has four major components:
1) The reactivity decrement bias of CASMO lattice physic models/evaluated nuclear cross section data that
we seek to know
2) Errors due to the SIMULATE core physics models
3) Errors due to the statistical nature of the measured flux map data
4) Errors arising from limitations inherent in the flux map r.m.s. error minimization procedure itself.
It is observed from the regression fits, that the bias (component 1) is small compared to the spread of the data. The
auxiliary EPRI/MIT studies, using full core CASMO core calculations [2,3], have shown that SIMULATE physics
model (component 2) is not a significant source of error. For component 3, the detector reproducibility
measurements reported in reference [4] show that the purely statistical errors of individual detector traces are small
(reported mean difference = 0.147% and r.m.s. difference = 0.761%). Since, the EPRI flux map error minimization
procedure uses all 58 detector traces, there can be only a very small sensitivity to detector statistical uncertainties
(typical r.m.s. differences between calculated and measured traces are 1.0% to 2.0%). Therefore, component 4 is
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the only remaining major source of scatter in the individual data points – due to imprecision of the sub-batch r.m.s.
minimization procedure itself. This is consistent with the data presented in the previously discussed memo which
showed that widely dispersed data points are from sub-batches with very low sensitivities.
The fact that the EPRI measurement technique itself is primarily responsible for the large spread in the data points,
raises two natural questions:
1) What significance can be attached to individual measured data points?
2) How accurate (or uncertain) are regression fits of reactivity decrement bias - given the large spread
in data points.”
In order to help focus discussions to determine an acceptable method to assign an uncertainty to reactivity decrement
bias regression curves, it seems worthwhile to take a statistical example that is simpler than the EPRI data – with a
goal of developing a consistent understanding of the purely statistical aspects of the data used in the EPRI analysis.
Hypothetical Study to Understand Bias Curves, Prediction Intervals, and Confidence Intervals
Let’s take a purely hypothetical physical/statistical process, a computer model of the process, and a measurement
technique that attempts to measure the bias of the computer model using a finite set of measured data. The following
are assumed to be known about the physical/statistical process:
1)
2)
3)
4)
5)
6)
7)

Homogeneous metal (density=10 g/cc) cubes are cut in size from 10 to 60 cc with exact known volumes.
Cubes are rolled down a ramp to a measuring station.
As cubes roll down the ramp, some number of cube corners are broken off and discarded.
The mean number of corners broken off is exactly 4, independent of cube size.
For cubes with initial volumes of 10 cc, the volume lost per broken corner is known to be exactly 0.25 cc.
The measuring station measures the remaining “cube” volume precisely (e.g., without any error).
The measuring station measures the remaining “cube” mass approximately (e.g. with some uncertainty).

Using the data for 10 cc cubes, we construct a computer model of a corner breaking process that assumes that the
fraction of the initial cube volume lost to breakage is 0.025 per broken corner (0.25 cc/10cc), and we assume that
fraction is independent of cube size. (The lost corner volume increases with cube size.)
Unknown to the computer modelers, the physics of corner breakage is such that all broken corners have a lost
volume of exactly 0.25 cc per broken corner. (The lost volume does not depend on cube size.) Since the station
measures the remaining “cube” volume exactly, this volume and the initial volume can be used to determine the
number of broken corners for each cube. In this example we have an imprecise computer model and perfect
knowledge of the actual process, so we can know precisely the error of the computer model for any size cube with
any number of broken corners.
We cut 1000 cubes (uniformly distributed in volume (perfectly known), between 10 and 60 cc), roll them down the
ramp, and then measure the volume and mass of each “cube”.
CASE # 1: All cubes miraculously have exactly 4 broken corners and the volume and masses have been weighed
without error. We plot the model bias in grams (measured mass – model mass) and an unconstrained linear
regression fit of the model bias vs. measured volume.
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This is the type of measurement that what we would all like to have: we take a large set of measurements, we infer
the model mass bias (think CASMO-5 reactivity decrement bias) vs. volume (think burnup) that is exact, as is the
regression fit. One can see the R2 value for the fit of this case is precisely 1.0 in Fig. 1.

Figure 1 Model Bias with Perfect Measurements
Model Mass Bias vs. Volume
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CASE # 2: All cubes miraculously have exactly 4 broken corners and volume has been weighed without error, but
the mass weight measurement is not precise. Assume that the mass measurement device is unbiased, and has a
Gaussian error distribution with a standard deviation of 10% of the true mass. This case is similar to the data we
have in the EPRI report: a large set of measurements, we infer the model mass bias (think reactivity decrement bias
- now imprecisely measured) vs. volume (think burnup). However, one can observe that the regression fit to the
imprecise data is still very close to the true model bias even though the R2 value is now only 0.138, as shown in
Fig. 2.
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Figure 2 Model Bias with 10% (1) Mass Measurement Error
Model Mass Bias vs. Volume
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CASE # 3: The mass measurement error’s standard deviation is increased to 20% of the true mass.
Figure 3 Model Bias with 20% (1) Mass Measurement Error
Model Mass Bias vs. Volume
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In this case, the regression fit to the extremely imprecise data is still very close to the true model bias even though
the R2 value is now only 0.04, as shown in Fig. 3. From these two cases, we see that the regression fit to the model
bias is almost independent of the precision of the mass-measuring device. Also, the R2 value is virtually meaningless
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in relation to the uncertainty of the regression fit to the bias. (Note that each time we do a simulation, the data and
the regression fit changes slightly, and the plots here are simply representative of what is observed in a typical
simulation.)

CASE # 4: Rather than assuming that the cubes have 4 broken corners, it is assumed that the number of broken
corners has Gaussian distribution with a mean of 4 and a standard deviation of 2 (independent of cube size), and
the volume and mass have been weighed without error. In this case, the true bias forms nine curves, depending on
the number of broken corners (0-8), with the model bias increasing with the number of broken corners. Here the
regression fit was performed for all cases, so the regression fit corresponds to 4 broken corners.
With perfect measurements we can measure the bias precisely and the single regression curve here corresponds to
the mean case with 4 broken corners.
Figure 4 Model Bias with 10% (1) Mass Measurement Error and Random # of Broken Corners
Model Mass Bias vs. Volume
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CASE # 5: Still assume that the number of broken corners has Gaussian distribution with a mean of 4 and a standard
deviation of 2 (independent of cube size), and let the mass measurement device be unbiased but have a Gaussian
error distribution with a standard deviation of 10% of the true mass.
Here the single regression fit of Fig. 5 was performed for all cases, so the fit corresponds to 4 broken corners. (Note:
one could perform a regression for each number of broken corners and you would get similar quality fits for each
case.) Thus, the regression fit still predicts accurately the bias even though there is large measurement error.
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Figure 5 Model Bias with 10% (1) Mass Measurement Error and Random # of Broken Corners
Model Mass Bias vs. Volume
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CASE # 6: Same as CASE 5, but an unconstrained quadratic fit has been made to the data, as shown in Fig. 6.
Figure 6 Model Bias with 10% (1) Mass Measurement Error and Quadratic Regression
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The data in Fig. 6 shows most of the features of the reactivity decrement bias of the EPRI/Studsvik report.


The true bias is zero at the lowest volumes (think reactivity decrement bias is 0.0 at zero burnup)
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The unconstrained quadratic nearly passes through the proper minimum volume point (think zero burnup)
The spread in the apparent bias grows with volume (think burnup)
There are striations in the apparent biases (think of the integral search minimization error)

From the previous six hypothetical test examples (where the true biases are known) we can observe that:


The 95% prediction intervals (if we were to compute them) would be significantly larger than the true
uncertainty of the regression fit. This is because the dominant component of the apparent error is
simply the mass measurement error.



The largest of the apparent biases does not represent real biases (model errors) – they are simply artifacts
of imprecise measurements. There are no rogue cubes that have masses far outside of expectations.



One cannot attach significance to individual measurement points - when they are not measured
precisely.



Even with imprecise measurements, the regression fits of apparent biases come very close to the true
bias - as long as mass measurements are unbiased.



The quality of the regression fit is insensitive to the magnitude of the mass measurement imprecision.



The quality of the regression fit is insensitive to the presence of striations in the measurement data.



The regression R2 values are not indicative of the quality of the regression fit to the model bias.
(R2 is relative to the data points themselves, and as such is not relevant for what we seek to know - the
shape of the model bias vs. volume.)



For this hypothetical physical process, the confidence interval of the regression fit is most directly
related to the appropriate measure of uncertainty in the model error (or bias).

The EPRI reactivity decrement data is very closely related to the data in this hypothetical test case. The conclusions
drawn here are also applicable to the EPRI data if the uncertainty of the measurement can be demonstrated to be
un-biased – that is symmetrically distributed about the mean bias. Strong evidence for this is provided in the original
EPRI report where the measurement procedure was used to determine the error of the intentionally compromised
cross section library. In that case, the procedure successfully determined the known error within about 125 pcm.
Such accuracy would only be possible if the mean measurement errors are nearly unbiased. So we can be quite
confident that even though the measurement of any one sub-batch reactivity may have significant error, when we
take a large set of measurements for similar fuel types and burnups, that the resulting set of measurements is nearly
unbiased. Since we have more than 2500 data points to infer the bias in reactivity decrement for fuel from 3.75 to
5.0% enrichment and from 10.0 to 60.0 GWd/T, there exist an abundance of data to overcome the fact that each
data point has a large uncertainty.
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Updated proposal for determining 95/95 confidence limits for the CASMO-5 HFP measured reactivity
decrement bias
Step 8 of the previously proposed procedure for assigning 95/95 confidence limits to the CASMO-5 reactivity
decrement regression curves requires considerable expansion and clarification.
It is clear from the hypothetical study presented here, that we are not interested in a 95/95 confidence limit on
the next measured data point – but rather we seek a 95/95 confidence limit on an underlying population
parameter (e.g., the model bias). We want to be 95% confident that the assigned uncertainty limits have a 95%
likelihood of bracketing the true (and unknown) bias.
While it seems clear from the hypothetical case study that the confidence intervals is closely related to the
uncertainty that we seek, there is one clear problem with relying simply on the regression confidence interval.
Namely, as the number of sub-batches approaches infinity, the confidence interval becomes arbitrarily narrow. This
interpretation of the uncertainty in reactivity decrement regression fit fails to recognize that we have made the
assumption that the regression fit is equally applicable to all fuel sub-batches. While this is likely to be a good
approximation, we recognize that there must be some sensitivity of the bias to fuel sub-batch, so we need an
uncertainty estimate that does not go to zero as the number of measured sub-batch data points goes to infinity.
The following three-step procedure to set the bias uncertainty limits is proposed:
Step A) Split the EPRI measured data into two enrichment ranges (a lower half and an upper half) and perform
regression analysis of the data separately for both halves, and construct two independent regression curves. If the
regression curve of the bias vs. burnup were independent of the sub-batch, the two curves would be identical (in the
limit of infinite number of sub-batch measurements). In the EPRI case, there will clearly be some difference between
the two regression curves. (See the regression curves in Figure 7-17 to 7-21 of the original EPRI report, where
separate regressions were performed for 0.25% enrichment ranges spanning 3.75% to 5.0%.)
Step B) Construct the curve of absolute difference in biases between the two enrichments ranges and add (subtract)
this curve to upper (lower) regression 95% confidence interval of the full data regression – to obtain an augmented
estimate of the confidence interval of reactivity decrement bias. By doing this, we are making the implicit (and
conservative) assumption that the full absolute difference in biases between the two enrichments ranges is applicable
to the bias uncertainty of all fuel sub-batches.
Step C) Multiply the augmented 95% confidence intervals by the ratio of the two-sided tolerance limit factor for
(95%, 95%, # sub-batch/cycles) to the Student’s t-value for (95%, # of sub-batch/cycles) to estimate the 95%
confidence limit.
This step is necessary since we seek a 95/95 confidence limit on the bias. Note that the Student’s t-value is used in
constructing regression confidence intervals, and here we are making the additional assumption that the underlying
distribution of residual errors is Gaussian. If we have a total of 60 sub-batch/cycle data points, the two-sided 95/95
tolerance limit factor would be 2.335 and the Student’s t-value would be 2.000, so we would be increasing the
augmented confidence interval by a factor of approximately 1.1675
Thus, the overall proposed procedure to compute statistical confidence limits for the reactivity decrement bias
curves derived using the EPRI methodology and measured data is summarized as:
1. Using all the >2500 HFP sub-batch points in the original EPRI report, generate a master database
containing: a unique sub-batch/cycle index, the sub-batch burnup, the sub-batch sensitivity, and the subbatch reactivity decrement bias.
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2. Plot the reactivity decrement bias vs. sub-batch sensitivity and perform a quadratic regression to determine
the 95% prediction interval for the reactivity decrement bias versus sub-batch sensitivity.
3. Approximate the individual sub-batch reactivity decrement bias variances from the spread of the 95%
prediction interval curves (of the fitted reactivity decrement bias vs. sub-batch sensitivity) by using the
individual sub-batch sensitivities.
4. Determine the uncertainty of individual reactivity decrement bias data points from a quadratic function of
sub-batch burnup, and combine this uncertainty with the sub-batch sensitivity variance to get a total
variance estimate for each of the >2500 data points.
5. Collect all the >2500 HFP reactivity decrement bias data, and collapse all data within an individual subbatch/cycle to one average value of reactivity decrement bias by statistically combining the appropriate
individual data variances. This will reduce the number of data points from >2500 to about ~120. (This is
the assumption of 100% correlation within a sub-batch/cycle.)
6. Perform a Weighted Least Squares (WLS) nonlinear regression fit to the ~120 reactivity decrement bias
data points versus sub-batch burnup, and compute the 95% confidence intervals for the regression fit.
7. Perform a Shapiro-Wilk test to determine if the data “passes the normality test,” so that the confidence
limits can be correctly interpreted.
8. Perform Step A, Step B, and Step C as outlined above to determine the CASMO-5 bias and its 95/95
confidence limits.
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